In face recognition and classification, feature extraction and classification based on insufficient labeled data is a well-known challenging problem. In this paper, a novel semi-supervised learning algorithm named deep belief network embedded with Softmax regress (DBNESR) is proposed to address this problem. DBNESR first learns hierarchical representations of feature by deep learning and then makes more efficient classification with Softmax regress. At the same time we design many kinds of classifiers based on supervised learning: BP, HBPNNs, RBF, HRBFNNs, SVM and multiple classification decision fusion classifier --hybrid HBPNNs-HRBFNNs-SVM classifier. The conducted experiments validate: Firstly, the proposed semi-supervised deep learning algorithm DBNESR is optimal for face recognition with the highest and most stable recognition rates; Second, the semi-supervised learning algorithm has better effect than all supervised learning algorithms; Third, hybrid neural networks has better effect than single neural network.
Introduction
Face recognition (FR) is one of the main areas of investigation in biometrics and computer vision. It has a wide range of applications, including access control, information security, law enforcement and surveillance systems. FR has caught the great attention from large numbers of research groups and has also achieved a great development in the past few decades [1] [2] . However, FR suffers from some difficulties because of varying illumination conditions, different poses, disguise and facial expressions and so on [3] [4] . A plenty of FR algorithms have been designed to alleviate these difficulties [5] [6] . FR includes three key steps: image preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. Image preprocessing is essential process before feature extraction and also is the important step in the process of FR. Feature extraction is mainly to give an effective representation of each image, which can reduce the computational complexity of the classification algorithm and enhance the separability of the images to get a higher recognition rate. While classification is to distinguish those extracted features with a good classifier. Therefore, an effective face recognition system greatly depends on the appropriate representation of human face features and the good design of classifier [7] .
In this paper, we first make image preprocessing to eliminate the interference of noise and redundant information, reduce the effects of environmental factors on images and highlight the important information of images. At the same time, in order to compensate the deficiency of geometric features, it is well known that the original face images often need to be well represented instead of being input into the classifier directly because of the huge computational cost. So PCA and 2D-PCA are used to extract geometric features from preprocessed images, reduce their dimensionality for computation and attain a higher level of separability. At last, we propose a novel semi-supervised learning algorithm named deep belief network embedded with Softmax regress (DBNESR) as classifier for FR, design many kinds of classifiers based on supervised learning and make experiments to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Images preprocessing
Images often appear the phenomenon such as low contrast, being not clear and so on in the process of generation, acquisition, input, etc. of images due to the influence of environmental factors such as the imaging system, noise and light conditions so on. Therefore it needs to make images preprocessing. The process of images preprocessing is as following.
Face images filtering
We use median filtering to make smoothing denoising for images. Median filter is a kind of nonlinear operation, as shown in Eq.1.
s f i j Med f i j  (1) Where, s is the filter window.
Histogram equalization and dimensionality-reduced
The purpose of histogram equalization is to make images enhancement, improve the visual effect of images, make redundant information of images after preprocessing less and highlight some important information of images.
It is well known that the original face images often need to be well represented instead of being input into the classifier directly because of the huge computational cost. As one of the popular representations, geometric features are often extracted to attain a higher level of separability. Here we employ multi-scale two-dimensional wavelet transform to generate the initial geometric features for representing face images.
Feature extraction

Extract features with PCA
Suppose that there are N facial images
X is column vector of M dimension. Calculate the average face of all sample images as following:
Calculate the difference of faces, namely the difference of each face with the average face as following:
, 1,2, ,
Therefore, the images covariance matrix C can be represented as following:
Through Eq.5 the eigenvalues of covariance matrix C can be calculated. 1 ,( 1, 2, , )
 is the orthogonal normalization eigenvector of T A A. Through the formula as following:
Where, usually set 90% a  , can get the eigenvalues face subspace
Extract features with 2D-PCA
As opposed to PCA, 2D-PCA is based on 2D image matrices rather than 1D vectors so the image matrix does not need to be transformed into a vector prior to feature extraction. Instead, an image covariance matrix is constructed directly using the original image matrices and its eigenvectors are derived for image feature extraction.
Designing the classifiers of supervised learning
Usually the classifiers based on supervised learning are often used for FR, in the paper we design two types of classifiers. One is the type of supervised learning classifiers and the other is semi-supervised learning classifiers [8] .
Single BP neural network and hybrid BP neural networks (HBPNNs)
The BP neural network is a kind of multilayer feed-forward network according to the back-propagation algorithm for errors, is currently one of the most widely used neural network models [9] . The recognition and classification of the face images is an important application for the BP neural network in the field of pattern recognition and classification.
When the number scale of human face images isn't big, generalization ability and operation time of the single BP neural network are ideal, and with the increase of numbers of identification species, the structure of BP network will become more complicated, which causes the time of network training to become longer, slower convergence rate, easy to fall into local minimum and poorer generalization ability and so on. In order to eliminate these problems we design the hybrid BP neural networks (HBPNNs) composed of multiple simple BP networks to replace the complex single BP network for FR.
Single RBF neural network and hybrid RBF neural networks (HRBFNNs)
Radial Basis Function (RBF) simulates the structure of neural network of the adjustment and covering each other of receiving domain of human brain, can approximate any continuous function with arbitrary precision. With the characteristics of fast learning, won't get into local minimum.
Similar to the HBPNNs we design the hybrid RBF neural networks (HRBFNNs) composed of multiple simple RBF networks to replace the complex single RBF network for FR.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is a novel machine learning technique based on a statistical learning theory that aims at finding optimal hyper-planes among different classes of input data or training data in high dimensional feature space. Therefore, the original problem becomes linearly separable.
Multiple classification decision fusion classifier (MCDFC)--hybrid HBPNNsHRBFNNs-SVM classifier
The different classifiers have different performance. Fusion of multiple classifiers integrating their respective characteristics can make the classification effect and robustness further improvement. We use the weighted voting for decision fusion of each classifier.
Designing the classifier of semi-supervised learning
Recently, semi-supervised learning, which uses a large amount of unlabeled data together with labeled data to build better learners, has attracted more and more attention in pattern recognition and classification [10] . In the paper we design a novel classifier of semi-supervised learning--deep belief network embedded with Softmax regress (DBNESR) for FR. DBNESR first learns hierarchical representations of feature by deep learning [11] and then makes more efficient classification with Softmax regress.
Softmax regression
Softmax regression is a generalization of the logistic regression in many classification problems [12] . The hypothesis function is as following:
Where, 
Deep belief network embedded with Softmax regress (DBNESR)
DBN uses Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [13] [14] of unsupervised learning networks as building blocks for the multi-layer learning systems and uses a supervised learning algorithm named BP (back-propagation) for fine-tuning after pre-training. Its architecture is shown in Fig.1 .
For supervised learning, the DBM architecture is trained by C labeled data. The optimization problem is formulized as: ˆârgmin log (1 )log(1 )
5 Experiment results and analysis
Experimental environment
All the experiments are carried out in MATLAB R2010b environment running on a desktop with Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU T6670 @2.20GHz and 4.00 GB RAM. Face Recognition Databases are ORL Face Database.
Image processing
In the experiment we first make images preprocessing by median filtering、 histogram equalization and multi-scale two-dimensional wavelet transform so on. After images preprocessing we extract features respectively with PCA and 2D-PCA and compare their effects as following: We can see that the images of reconstruction by 2D-PCA are clearer than the images of reconstruction by PCA when extracting same number of principal components.
Recognition effects based on different hidden layers and different neurons of DBNESR
In the experiment we set up different hidden layers and each hidden layer with different neurons for DBNESR. DBNESR structures and learning epochs used are separately shown in Table 1 . Almost all the recognition rates of these DBNESR structures are more than 90%, in particular the effects of 500-1000-40 and 1000-500-40 are best and most stable. Therefore, the DBNESR structures used in this experiment are 1000-500-40.
Recognition rates of different recognition methods
In this experiment, in order to validate the performance of our proposed algorithm--DBNESR is optimal for FR, we compare our proposed algorithm with some other methods such as BP, HBPNNs, RBF, HRBFNNs, SVM and MCDFC. The experiment is repeated for 20 times and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel semi-supervised learning algorithm named deep belief network embedded with Softmax regress (DBNESR). DBNESR first learns hierarchical representations of feature by deep learning and then makes more efficient classification with Softmax regress. And we also design many kinds of classifiers based on supervised learning: BP, HBPNNs, RBF, HRBFNNs, SVM and multiple classification decision fusion classifier (MCDFC) --hybrid HBPNNs-HRBFNNs-SVM classifier. The conducted experiments validate: Firstly, the proposed semi-supervised deep learning algorithm DBNESR is optimal for face recognition with the highest and most stable recognition rates; Second, the semi-supervised learning algorithm has better effect than all supervised learning algorithms; Third, hybrid neural networks has better effect than single neural network.
